
Application 
Number: RM/19/84802
Case Officer: David Huckfield
Received Date: 18 January 2019
Site Address: Land to the north of Cranbury Gardens, Bursledon, 

SO31 8FB
Applicant: Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd
Proposal: Reserved matters application (pursuant to outline 

planning permission O/15/76883) for 45no. dwellings 
with associated parking, landscaping, infrastructure and 
open space, including submission of details for 
Conditions 9 and 17 (Arboricultural Impact Assessment, 
Method Statement and Tree Protection) and Condition 
15 (Noise Assessment and Mitigation).

Recommendation: 

Subject to: 

i) satisfactory receipt of further amended plans / additional 
information and completion of consultations;

ii) consideration of any further third party representations received 
following the expiry of the current reconsultation period on 
amended plans on 26 March 2019; and,

iii) any necessary condition additions or amendments, including 
updating the list of approved drawings.

Delegate to Lead Specialist for Housing and Development, in 
consultation with the Chair and Vice-Chair of BHH Local Area Committee 
and Local Ward Members to:

APPROVE THE RESERVED MATTERS

CONDITIONS AND REASONS:

(1) The development hereby permitted shall be implemented in accordance 
with drawing numbers 501 (Soft Landscape Proposals) and 201 Rev A (Hard 
Landscape Proposals) and those listed on the Drawing Register dated 
08/03/2019 with the exception of drawing number HWB-MCB-ZZ-ZZ-DR-A- 
0231-D5-Rev P4. Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of 
proper planning.

(2)  Prior to the occupation of each dwelling unit the associated cycle storage 
for that unit shall be provided in accordance with the approved plans. Reason: 
In the interests of sustainable transport provision. 



(3) No property hereby approved shall be occupied until the areas shown on 
the approved plans for the parking of vehicles associated with that property 
have been made available, surfaced and marked out in accordance with the 
approved details. The parking areas shall then be permanently retained and 
reserved for that purpose at all times and no other parking other than that 
shown on the approved plans shall be provided at any time. Reason: To make 
appropriate provision for vehicular parking in the interests of highway safety.

(4) The garages hereby approved shall only be used for the purpose of
parking private motor vehicles in connection with the residential use of
the property and shall not, at any time, be used for living accommodation,
business, commercial or industrial purposes. Reason: To ensure the adequate 
provision of on-site parking in the interests of highway safety.

(5) No private parking management scheme shall be implemented on the
site without the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of proper planning.

(6) The landscaping scheme and its management and maintenance shall
be carried out in accordance with the submitted Landscaping Plans (Drawing 
Nos. 501 and 201 Rev A), Planting Palette (Doc. Ref JSL3225_550), and 
Landscape Management Plan (Doc. Ref JSL3225_570). Reason: To ensure a 
satisfactory visual appearance in the interests of the amenities of the area.

(7) The first floor window on the northern side elevation of plot 31 shall be 
obscure-glazed to a minimum of Pilkington level 3 or equivalent with no more 
than a top-hung opening toplight and shall thereafter be permanently 
maintained in that condition. Reason: To protect the amenity and privacy of 
the neighbouring residential properties.

(8) No additional or altered windows shall be constructed at first floor level or 
above in the southern side elevation of the properties on plots 18 and 29 or 
the northern side elevation of the properties on plots 31 and 45 of the 
development hereby approved without the prior written consent of the Local 
Planning Authority. Reason: To protect the amenity and privacy of the 
neighbouring residential properties.

(9) The development must accord with the arboricultural report reference 
JSL3225_770A produced by RPS dated 9th January 2019. No excavation, 
demolition or development related works shall commence until the tree 
protection fencing and ground protection has been installed as per the Tree 
Protection Plan contained within the report. Once installed, no access by 
vehicles or placement of goods, chemicals, fuels, soil or other materials shall 
take place within the protected area. Tree protection measures shall be 
retained in their approved form for the duration of the work. Reason: To retain 
and protect the existing trees which form an important part of the amenity of 
the locality.



Notes to Applicant:

In accordance with paragraph 36 of the National Planning Policy Framework, 
Eastleigh Borough Council takes a positive approach to the handling of 
development proposals so as to achieve, whenever possible, a positive 
outcome and to ensure all proposals are dealt with in a timely manner.

The development hereby permitted shall comply with the conditions imposed 
on the grant of the outline planning permission reference O/15/76883 which 
was permitted on 09 June 2017. 

Report:

This application has been referred to Committee because it is a major 
development which is contrary to the adopted Development Plan and would 
utilise an access that is to be provided through a development site that 
Eastleigh Borough Council control. 

The site and its surroundings

1. The application site is comprised of a parcel of agricultural land 
extending to an area of approximately 1.62 hectares and which is 
roughly rectangular in shape. The site lies to the west of Hamble Lane, 
with Green Lane being situated to its western side, the section of which 
immediately alongside the site is an unmetalled road serving a handful 
of properties to the north and which is designated as a public right of 
way. The southern section of Green Lane is a tarmac road with no 
footpath, grass verges and a medium density and irregular pattern of 
semi-detached and detached properties, with this linking the site with 
Portsmouth Road to the south-west. 

2. To the north is the Kingfisher Grange development which is currently 
under construction by Taylor Wimpey, with the former car boot site 
(Kestrel Park) which is also currently subject to housing construction by 
the same developer, lying beyond this. To the north east of the site is 
Jurd Way roundabout which links Hamble Lane to Lowford village 
centre and also presently provides a temporary access point to the 
Kingfisher Grange development. Cranbury Gardens, a residential cul-
de-sac formed of detached single-storey and chalet bungalows, 
borders the site to the south. 

3. The site is currently open to public views from Hamble Lane and Green 
Lane from the east and west, as well as from the Kingfisher Grange 
development to the north. It comprises a gently sloping field which is 
bound by patchy hedging, open field fencing and a mixture of rear 
garden fences and vegetation to the south. To the western side of 
Green Lane is a strong belt of trees and hedging which screen the site 
from distant views from the west. 



4. The site falls within designated countryside and strategic gap with the 
Council’s adopted Local Plan (the Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 
Review 2001-2011) however is proposed to be incorporated into the 
realigned urban edge within the Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local 
Plan 2016-2036 with the site benefitting from an extant outline planning 
permission for the construction of up to 45no. residential units (planning 
application reference O/15/76883).

Description of application

5. The application is a reserved matters application pursuant to the above 
mentioned outline planning consent for residential development 
comprising of 45no. dwellings with associated parking, landscaping, 
infrastructure, open space and drainage which includes the provision of 
a surface water attenuation pond. Access to the development will be 
through the Kingfisher Grange and Kestrel Park sites with this 
ultimately linking onto Bursledon Road to the north. Whilst the outline 
planning permission provided for access from Hamble Lane, this 
access will be closed once the new access from Bursledon Road has 
been provided.

6. The application seeks approval for the following reserved matters in 
relation to the residential development and other works referred to 
above:

 Layout
 Scale
 Appearance
 Landscaping

7. An indicative site layout masterplan, along with other outline permission 
documents, were approved as part of the outline consent with these 
setting certain parameters for development. These included the layout 
being focussed around the main spine road with secondary streets 
leading off from this, with properties then being set in perimeter blocks 
and an area of open space positioned adjacent to Green Lane to the 
west, with pedestrian and cycle links being provided between the two. 
A traditional approach to design was proposed with the majority of 
houses being two storeys in height, aside from two-and-a-half storey 
apartments in the northeast corner and a row of 1.5 storey properties 
backing onto Cranbury Gardens. The tree line to the western boundary 
was also to be retained, with sustainable drainage provisions proposed 
to deal with surface water which included the provision of an 
attenuation pond. 

8. The 45 dwellings are proposed to be made up of 29 open market 
dwellings and 16no. (35%) affordable units, with a mix of:

 2no. x 1-bed flats (affordable)
 7no. x 2-bed flats (affordable) 



 2no. x 2 bed flats over garages (affordable)
 3no. x 2 bed house (affordable) 
 17no. x 3 bed houses (1no. affordable)
 14no. 4 bed houses (1no. affordable)

9. The layout is broadly reflective of the illustrative masterplan with a 
continuation of the spine road from the north in to the site with 
dwellings being set back behind a tree lined grass verge to its western 
side. Properties are predominantly two storeys in height, with dwellings 
that are designed as one-and-a-half storeys to the rear backing onto 
Cranbury Gardens and a two-and-a-half storey apartment block 
situated to the north-eastern corner of the site fronting on to Hamble 
Lane. The majority of properties are detached with in-curtilage parking 
provided through a combination of driveways and single garages. The 
apartment block has a large car park with some parking within carports 
beneath the FOG (flat over garage) units. 

10. The affordable housing requirement will be met through a combination 
of flats and houses as set out above, with these being sited 
predominantly adjacent to Hamble Lane. In addition to the residential 
development, the application also includes an area of open space to 
the west of the site that will provide a contiguous open space linking 
through the Kingfisher Grange and Kestrel Park developments to the 
north and on to the new adjoining Country Park. The open space also 
accommodates the relocated surface water attenuation basin and cycle 
and pedestrian links to the north and south. In addition to the above, 
the application also includes the submission of details as required by 
conditions 9 (arboricultural impact assessment and method statement), 
17 (tree protection), and 15 (noise assessment) of the outline planning 
consent. 

11. The application is accompanied by the following reports and technical 
assessments which have been updated where necessary throughout 
the course of the application:

 Planning, Design and Access Statement 
 Updated Preliminary Ecological Appraisal 
 Noise Report 
 Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Method Statement 

(including tree protection fencing) 
 Hard Landscaping Plan 
 Soft Landscaping Plan 
 Planting Palette 
 Landscape Management Plan 
 Garden Areas Plan 
 Affordable Tenure Plan 
 Refuse Management Plan 
 Materials and Boundary Treatment Plan 
 Illustrative Street Scenes 



 Parking Schedule 
 Garden Area Schedule
 Accommodation Schedule

12. At outline stage, screening was undertaken to establish whether a 
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) was required. It was 
concluded that, with the mitigation proposed and conditions to control 
impacts, no significant likely impacts on any European Designated sites 
would occur as a result of the development and a full HRA was not 
required.

Relevant planning history

13. The outline application to which the current reserved matters 
submission was pursuant (ref: O/15/76883) was approved on 09 June 
2017 with this consent including a condition that requires that work 
commence on site within a two year period. 

14. The reserved matters application for Kingfisher Grange, the 
development to the immediate north of the site, was approved for 150 
dwellings in January 2016 (ref: R/15/76830) with outline planning 
permission having been granted on appeal in 2014 (O/12/71828). To 
the north of Kingfisher Grange is Kestrel Park (the former Bursledon 
Car Boot Site) which was granted full planning permission in March 
2018 (ref: F/18/82322) for the construction of 200no. dwellings and a 
new country park, with access being provided from Bursledon Road. 
Both of these sites are currently under construction by Taylor Wimpey. 

15. The S106 legal agreement associated with the outline planning 
permission for the application site secured the following infrastructure 
and/or developers contributions in relation to this site:

 On-site public open space provision, adoption and 
maintenance

 Off-site play area contribution
 Off-site public open space and play provision
 35% on-site affordable housing
 Public art provision
 Sustainable transport infrastructure contributions
 Community Infrastructure contributions
 Education contributions
 Air quality monitoring
 Solent Recreational Mitigation Project contributions 
 Street tree maintenance
 Traffic Regulation Order contribution



Representations received

16. 60 letters of objection and 2 letters of comment were received in relation 
to the application as originally submitted, with these raising issues that 
were considered at the outline stage (principle) as well as detailed 
matters that are to be considered as part of the Reserved Matters 
application:

Principle (matters considered at outline planning application stage):

 Overdevelopment of the site and in the local area, loss of 
countryside and green space, loss of strategic gap, inadequate 
school and health facilities, development of the site being out of 
character, construction impacts, highway congestion, the need for 
off-site highway improvements, flooding and foul drainage details, 
the naming of roads, impacts on air quality, impact on Human 
Rights, the development not being needed, the site should be put 
to alternative uses, devaluation of existing housing. 

Details under consideration with the Reserved Matters application: 

Amenity:

 Impacts on the amenity of the occupiers of properties within 
Kingfisher Grange by way of overlooking, loss of privacy, loss of 
light/overshadowing and visual intrusion. 

 Additional landscaping margin and a bigger separation distance 
should be provided between the development and Kingfisher 
Grange to the north. 

 Overlooking, loss of privacy, loss of outlook and visual intrusion for 
residents of Cranbury Gardens and Green Lane. 

 Further planting should be provided along Green Lane to add 
additional screening for the existing residents. 

 The number of houses should be reduced to free up space within 
the development and improve the relationship with the Green Lane 
and Cranbury Gardens communities. 

Highway and parking matters associated with the proposed layout:

 Impacts on highway and pedestrian safety resulting from changes 
to private driveway and footpath (to the front of Nos. 1 and 3 Le 
Marechal Avenue and No. 1 Hollowbread Gardens). 

 Highway and pedestrian safety impacts resulting from increased 
use of the spine road during the construction and operational 
phase of the development. 

 Loss of existing visitor parking bays within Kingfisher Grange. 
 Relieved to see increased number of parking spaces within the 

development to mitigate potential impacts on Green Lane. 



 Concerns regarding potential for parking in Cranbury Gardens and 
Green Lane by visitors to the development which could 
compromise emergency services access.

 Pedestrian and cycle access onto Green Lane is not required. 
 Question whether Jurd Way access is to be closed and how 

construction traffic will access the site. 
 The Hamble Lane entrance should be closed when the access from 

Bursledon Road is open. 
 No traffic should use Green Lane to access the development and 

no access should be provided from it or Cranbury Gardens.  
 Roads should be adopted and not be privately maintained.
 Current Taylor Wimpey site (Kingfisher Grange) has inadequate 

parking and street lighting. 
 The access point into the development is dangerous. 
 Insufficient provision for parking and turning. 

Other matters:

 Lack of engagement on the plans from the developer with local 
residents. 

 Question why the attenuation pond has moved as there is a 
gradual slope to the south-west of the site. 

 Two storey houses next to Cranbury Gardens would be out of 
character with the area and inappropriate. 

 The development is out of character with the area. 
 Potential impacts on existing trees. 
 Impacts on wildlife and ecology. 
 Surface water run-off from and flooding in the south-western corner 

of the site and into Green Lane. 
 Insufficient landscaping within the development and no play area 

for children. 

17. During the course of the application, amended plans have been 
received which include changes to the proposed site layout. At the time 
of the writing of this report, these plans were out to reconsultation. 
Members will therefore be updated at committee on any further 
representations received. 

Consultation responses (summarised where appropriate)

18. Biodiversity Specialist: Comments awaited. 

19. Tree Services Manager: The site is largely tree-free, with the only 
trees of any significance being found on the far western boundary. The 
arboricultural report and associated tree protection plan takes full 
account of these trees and proposes satisfactory protection. The 
submitted document also satisfies condition 9 and partly satisfies 
condition 17 (save the pre-commencement site meeting element). No 
arboricultural objection is therefore raised to the reserved matters 



application, subject to a condition requiring adherence to the submitted 
arboricultural report. 

20. Urban Design Specialist: Comments on plans as originally submitted 
- layout follows the form of the northern site, and as such connects well 
to the overall appearance of being one coherent development. 
Revisions to the bulk and overbearing apartment block are required, 
location of visitor parking, roof pitches and enhancements to the range 
of materials proposed and strengthening of vistas and views within the 
site. Revised plans requested. 

21. Landscape Design Specialist: No objection to the general landscape 
approach taken and the planting mixes for the ornamental shrub 
planting within the development area (i.e. housing curtilages, verges 
etc. are fit for purpose). Alternative tree species are suggested for the 
main central avenue and adjacent to plots 17 and 20. Tree pit details 
should be provided for street trees. The planting scheme for the open 
space should be reviewed and the opportunity taken to plant long lived 
native species. Sections of the SUDs ponds should be provided to 
demonstrate how the earthworks combine with the planting to create a 
high quality amenity environment and ensure safety considerations are 
taken account of. 

22. Environmental Health Specialist: Comments awaited. 

23. Housing Enabling Specialist: No objection in principle with 16no. 
units proposed which meets the 35% requirements. However, some 
concern was raised over the high proportion of affordable apartments 
(11no.) and the number of 1-bed flats proposed, leading to almost all of 
the required rented units being apartments. It was noted that all 
affordable units are located together with the majority adjacent to 
Hamble Lane. All units are expected to meet Lifetime Homes 
Standards. 

24. Following the receipt of amended plans, which reduce the number 1-
bed flats, the Council’s Housing Enabling Specialist set out a 
suggested tenure mix between affordable rent and shared ownership 
with clarification being sought in relation to this.  

25. Direct Services Manager: No comments at this stage.

26. Hampshire County Council Highways: No objection in principle 
subject to receipt of vehicle tracking plans, clarification of cycle/ bin 
storage, additional footways and reviewing location of visitor parking 
spaces. The access was approved at the outline stage with the 
proposed pedestrian infrastructure link improvements welcomed but 
further pavements are sought within the site itself. The quantum of 
parking appears to conform to EBC Parking Standards but this is for 
EBC to review; however the use of ‘trandem’ parking is not efficient and 
where possible the third space should be provided elsewhere. Visitor 



parking meets standards but is clustered in the southwest corner of the 
site. 

27. Updated comments on the amended plans submitted are awaited. 

28. HCC Flood and Water Management: No comments received.  

29. HCC Children’s Services: No comments received. 

30. Hampshire County Council Public Rights of Way: No comments 
received.  

31. Southern Water: No objection. 

32. The Ramblers Association: Plans do not make provision for cycle or 
pedestrian links to the southwest on to Green Lane or eastwards to 
Hamble Lane. There is a risk people will seek to cross Hamble Lane in 
the absence of a crossing point. All public open space should be 
offered for adoption. 

33. Natural England: Contributions to mitigate recreational pressure on 
the protected coastline should be secured. The LPA should decide 
whether an appropriate assessment of this proposal is necessary and 
Natural England must be consulted on any appropriate assessment the 
Council may decide to make. No comments are made on details 
submitted to for the conditions

34. Hound Parish Council: No objection. 

35. Bursledon Parish Council: Objection on the grounds that: the 
affordable housing should be proportionally distributed throughout the 
development; the proposed Hamble Lane frontage does not reflect the 
developments to the north and is not sympathetic to the area; the flats 
should be moved further into the site away from the Hamble Lane 
frontage; the reliance on tandem parking; and, the lack of visitor 
parking.  

36. Hamble-le-Rice Parish Council: No comments received. 

Policy context: designation applicable to site

 Designated Countryside
 Designated Strategic Gap
 Within the Solent Recreational Disturbance Area
 Mineral Safeguarding Area

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

37. At a national level, the National Planning Policy Framework (the ‘NPPF’ 
or the ‘Framework’) is a material consideration of significant weight in 



the determination of planning applications. The NPPF states that (as 
required by statute) applications for planning permission must be 
determined in accordance with the development plan unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise and sets out a general presumption 
in favour of sustainable development. 

38. The three identified dimensions of sustainability should to be sought 
jointly: economic (supporting economy and ensuring land availability); 
social (providing housing, creating high quality environment with 
accessible local services); and environmental (contributing to, 
protecting and enhancing natural, built and historic environment) whilst 
local circumstances should also be taken into account, so that 
development appropriately responds to the different opportunities for 
achieving sustainable development in different areas. 

Planning Practice Guidance 

39. Where material, the Planning Practice Guidance which supports the 
provisions and policies of the NPPF should be afforded weight in the 
consideration and determination of planning applications.

Saved Policies of the Adopted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review 
(EBLP 2001-2011) 

40. The key saved policies of the adopted local plan relating to this 
Reserved Matters application are:

 23.NC (Protection of SINCs)
 25.NC (Promotion of biodiversity)
 26.NC (Protect wildlife network)
 30.ES (Noise sensitive developments)
 31.ES (Residential development and noise)
 32.ES (Pollution control)
 35.ES (Contaminated land)
 37.ES (Energy efficiency)
 41.ES (Development affecting a watercourse)
 45.ES (Sustainable  Drainage requirements)
 59.BE (General design requirements)
 72.H (Residential density) 
 74.H (Affordable housing)
 102.T (Safe accesses avoiding adverse environmental implications 

and to adoptable standards)
 146.OS (Green Network)
 147.OS (Open space requirements)

Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan 2013 

41. This site falls within a designated minerals safeguarding area within the 
Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan (2013). This matter was 



considered as part of the outline application where the principle of 
development was assessed and established. 

Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011-2029

42. The Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 was submitted for 
examination in July 2014 but the Inspector concluded that insufficient 
housing was being provided for in the Plan and that it was unsound.  
While this has not been withdrawn and remains a material 
consideration, it can therefore be considered to have extremely limited 
weight in the determination of this application.

The Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2016-2036

43. The Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2016-2036 was submitted by the 
Council to the Planning Inspectorate on 31st October 2018 and the 
Council is now awaiting confirmation of the date for its examination. 
Given the status of the emerging Plan, it is considered that limited 
weight can be attributed to it as a whole. 

44. Within this plan the site would fall within the realigned urban edge as 
shown on the accompanying proposals map and is subject to policy 
DM24 (Housing sites, and mixed use sites including with Planning 
Permission) which allocates the site for residential development due to 
it already benefitting from an extant outline consent. In addition to 
Policy DM24, the following policies are also of particular relevance to 
this application: 

 DM1 (General criteria for new development)
 DM2 (Environmentally sustainable development)
 DM3 (Adaptation to climate change)
 DM5 (Managing flood risk)
 DM6 (Sustainable surface water management and watercourse 

management)
 DM8 (Pollution)
 DM11 (Nature conservation)
 DM14 (Parking)
 DM25 (Housing sites and mixed use sites including housing with 

planning permission)
 DM26 (Creating a mix of housing)
 DM30 (Delivering affordable housing)
 DM32 (Internal space standards for new residential development)
 DM35 (Provision of recreation and open space facilities within 

new development)
 DM36 (New and enhanced recreation and open space facilities)

Supplementary Planning Guidance

 Supplementary Planning Document: Quality Places (2011)



 Supplementary Planning Document : Biodiversity (2009)
 Supplementary Planning Document: Environmentally Sustainable 

Development (2009) (Updated 2015)
 Supplementary Planning Document: Parking Standards (2009)
 Supplementary Planning Document: Affordable Housing (2009) 

(Updated 2016)
 Supplementary Planning Document: Housing Mix (2003)
 Supplementary Planning Document: Planning Obligations (2008)
 Planning Obligations 2010 Update.

Other Relevant Documents

 Biodiversity Action Plan for Eastleigh Borough 2012-2022.

Assessment of proposal 

45. Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and Section 
38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 require a 
local planning authority determining an application to do so in 
accordance with the Development Plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.

46. As indicated above the Development Plan comprises the Saved 
Policies of the Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review 2001-2011 and 
the Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan 2013.

The Principle of Development 

47. The site is located outside of the urban edge and within designated 
countryside within the Council’s adopted local plan. Outline planning 
permission for the construction of up to 45no. dwellings on the site was 
granted however in 2017, thereby assisting in meeting the Council’s 5-
year housing land supply requirement. The principle of residential 
development on this site has therefore been established and cannot be 
reconsidered as part of the current application. As such the proposed 
development is acceptable in principle.

48. Issues including infrastructure capacity, highways impacts, ecology, 
hydrology, archaeology, drainage, contaminated land, noise and 
vibration, dust, protection of trees, minerals safeguarding, and the level 
of affordable housing and public open space were considered at the 
outline stage and covered by submission of documents as part of the 
approved outline application, with conditions being attached to the 
outline permission, or obligations contained within the associated S106 
legal agreement, covering these matters where necessary. Whilst the 
outline permission approved a proposed access off Hamble Lane, the 
developer is working in partnership with the Council to close the current 
Jurd Way access and provide all vehicular access from Bursledon 
Road to the north. 



Sustainable Development

49. The outline application considered matters of sustainability. Although 
contrary to the development plan resulting in the loss of countryside, 
there would be only a limited impact on public views from outside the 
site and its immediate surroundings with the site not being in any 
statutory protected location for landscape purposes. In addition, at the 
time of the consideration of the outline application, the Council 
confirmed the development would bring additional benefits including 
open market and affordable housing provision for which there was an 
identified need, green infrastructure, and improved pedestrian and 
cycle links and connectivity. As such, it was considered that the 
proposals would amount to sustainable development in principle. The 
detailed matters pertaining to the development scheme are covered in 
the below sections with these relating to the reserved matters that are 
now to be considered. These are layout, scale, appearance and 
landscaping.

Layout

50. The proposed layout shows access to the development from Le 
Marechal Avenue along the site’s northern boundary, with this 
continuing the north to south spine road that runs through the adjacent 
Kingfisher Grange and Kestrel Park developments that, following its 
completion will each be served by a single access point onto Bursledon 
Road, with the present temporary access onto the Jurd Way 
roundabout to the east thereafter proposed to be closed off. The point 
of access into the site leads to an internal spine road within the 
development which is bound by footways to either side, with the 
dwellings to the west being set behind a tree lined grass verge. The 
spine road leads to an east-to-west secondary street to the south, off 
which are private driveways serving a small number of properties.

51. Dwellings are set within perimeter blocks and generally face onto a 
road or private drive, with those to the west also fronting directly onto 
and addressing the public open space. Houses are predominantly 
detached with the exception of two-short terraces to the south of the 
development, each comprising of three dwellings. All houses have 
private amenity space to the rear with parking generally on plot in 
accordance with the Council’s Residential Parking Standards SPD 
requirements, with this being provided by driveways in addition in some 
instances to single garages. For houses without garages, a shed will be 
provided within the rear garden for cycle storage. All dwellings have 
been provided with rear access to their gardens and these are 
considered to be appropriate for allowing the movement of bins and 
cycles, as well as pedestrian access. 

52. In terms of the flats (including those within the block to the north 
eastern corner, the adjoining 2no. 1-bedroom maisonettes and the flats 
over garages), parking is to be provided within a parking court to their 



western side and within carports (beneath the FOG units), with this 
proposed to be a mixture of allocated and unallocated parking. 
Dedicated communal cycle storage and bin stores are provided, 
although amendments are required to the layout to show pathways to 
their respective entrance doors. A small area of amenity space is 
provided to the rear of the flatted block, with direct access from the 
ground floor units that immediately adjoin it. 

53. Separation distances, internal space standards and garden sizes for 
dwellings have been assessed and the vast majority of plots meet the 
Council’s and, in respect of internal living space, the government’s 
national standards. These matters, along with the relationship of the 
development with existing neighbouring properties from an amenity 
perspective, are covered in detail in the below section on ‘residential 
amenity and noise’. 

54. An area of public open space of a suitable size is proposed to the 
western side of the site with this adjoining and continuing the green 
corridor that is present within Kingfisher Grange to the north and that 
which will be provided within Kestrel Park beyond this, ultimately linking 
the site to the new Country Park which is to be provided as part that 
development. This open space also assists in ensuring an appropriate 
buffer to the established trees and landscape features along Green 
Lane to the west, as well as improving the setting of the public right of 
way which runs parallel to it. The open space includes connecting links 
from the development onto this right of way to the north and south, with 
the plans having been amended to address the comments of the 
Ramblers in respect of the layout as originally submitted. The surface 
water drainage pond is located within the northern section of the public 
open space for reasons of topography and connectivity to the drainage 
provisions associated with the adjacent Kingfisher Grange 
development which it will link into. 

55. Further pedestrian and cycleway connecting links are provided along 
the Hamble Lane frontage to continue the infrastructure provided within 
Kingfisher Grange to the north in this respect, with a further connection 
to the footway adjacent to No. 1 Hollowbread Gardens also being 
proposed to assist with permeability through the development. 
Amended plans have been received to substantively maintain the 
present east-west bollarded footway adjacent to this property in its 
current form. Further footway provision along the east-to-west 
secondary road in the southern section of the development is also 
included within this amended layout, as are increased levels of visitor 
parking provision. 

56. In the latter regard, the Council’s Residential Parking Standards SPD 
necessitates the provision of 9no. formally laid out visitor parking 
spaces to serve the development. In addition, 6 formal visitor bays 
along the southern side of Le Marechal Avenue which were approved 
as part of the Kingfisher Grange development would be displaced 



(whilst there is presently more bays along the eastern section of this 
road, this increased number is temporary and is associated with the 
marketing suite / show homes for the development – 3 permanent bays 
in this area were approved as part of the planning permission for 
Kingfisher Grange and the subsequent S38 Agreement entered into by 
the developer with the Highway Authority).  The revised layout now 
includes a total of 16no. formal visitor spaces which is considered to be 
a more appropriate number than the 9 originally proposed, although 
further changes have been requested to the layout of those along the 
northern perimeter of the site. In addition to this, informal parking 
opportunities exist along the primary and secondary roads to provide 
additional visitor capacity.

57. Updated comments from the Highway Authority are awaited in regards 
to this and the other changes to the layout which relate to matters 
raised in their initial consultation response. Subject to these being 
deemed satisfactory, it is considered that the proposed layout is 
acceptable. 

Scale

58. The proposals consist of a mixture of detached and terraced properties, 
together with an apartment block and 2 flats over garages. The majority 
of the dwellings that are proposed are two storeys in height, with the 
buildings containing the flats above garages and the one-bedroom 
apartments, which form the central section of the Hamble Lane 
frontage of the development, also being two storeys. The block of flats 
to the north-eastern corner of the site is taller at two-and-a-half storeys, 
with the second floor accommodation being served by dormer windows 
to the east, west and northern elevations. 

59. Whilst it is accepted that this immediate section of Hamble Lane is 
predominantly two-storey, there are taller buildings further along the 
road and a development of this size can reasonably be expected to 
include a variety of forms of buildings. It is not considered inappropriate 
that this would, in this case, include some at two-and-a-half-storeys in 
height, especially where fronting onto Hamble Lane and the Jurd Way 
roundabout where they can provide both physical and visual presence 
on a prominent junction and, additionally, act as an acoustic barrier to 
the development to the west. Notwithstanding this, amended plans 
have been received to lessen the scale and bulk of this building and 
particularly the extent of its roof and, taking account of this and the 
aforementioned factors, it is not considered that the scale of the flatted 
block would adversely impact upon the character of the area. 

60. There are large detached dwellings facing onto the open space to the 
west to ensure that this green edge frontage does not appear unduly 
cramped, with two storey properties also forming the remainder of the 
northern perimeter of the site (in addition to the aforementioned flatted 



block) to physically tie the development in with that on Kingfisher 
Grange to the north. 

61. The dwellings along the central section of the southern boundary 
(backing onto Cranbury Gardens) are designed to appear as 1.5 
storeys in height at the rear in order to conform to the parameters of 
the outline planning permission to which the current reserved matters 
application is pursuant. These properties rear first floor rooms are 
thereby served by a single dormer window. As originally proposed, 
however, these properties had a ridge height of around 8m which 
despite their design was more akin to a full two storey dwelling. 
Amended plans have therefore been received to lessen the ridge 
height to 7.25m with a shallower roof angle being utilised above the 
rear dormer window. The dwellings will still appear as two-storeys from 
the front to tie in with remainder of the development and to suitably 
visually address the end of the spine road into it. It is considered that a 
suitable balance is now achieved between this and the ensuring of an 
appropriate relationship with the existing dwellings in Cranbury 
Gardens to the rear. 

Appearance

62. In terms of appearance, as noted above all buildings are proposed to 
be two-storeys with the exception of the two-and-a-half storey block of 
flats to the north-eastern corner of the site and the rear element of the 
dwellings backing onto Cranbury Gardens to the south. The 
development largely proposes to mirror the design of the Kingfisher 
Grange development to the north, as opposed to seeking to create an 
entirely separate character area. Whilst in some respects this could be 
seen as a limitation of the development, as noted by the Council’s 
Urban Design Specialist it does serve to provide continuity and gives 
the overall appearance of the adjoining sites being one coherent 
development. 

63. The houses have been designed with pitched roofs and are comprised 
predominantly of side or front facing gable-ended buildings, with the 
exception of the short terrace of properties to the south-eastern corner 
of the site which have fully hipped roofs to provide more of a visual 
transition along the Hamble Lane frontage from the lower profile 
properties within Cranbury Gardens to the south. The block of flats to 
the north-eastern corner also incorporates a hipped roof with a partially 
flat section to assist in reducing its bulk and massing, with amended 
plans having been received in relation to this aspect of the 
development following initial comments from the Council’s Urban 
Design Specialist. 

64. In general, the design of buildings is considered to be acceptable but 
there are some instances where further minor elevational amendments 
have been sought to improve the external appearance of the dwellings, 
provide more visual interest and variation, improve corner plots, and 



enhance the street scene, particularly in regard to the FOGs along the 
Hamble Lane frontage. It is not considered however that any of the 
points raised would require a significant redesign of the scheme.

65. In terms of materials, the submitted details suggest either slate or tiled 
roofs, with mainly brick elevations and a limited use of elevational 
cladding to some plots including on the gable projections of the block of 
flats. It will be important that good quality materials are used and a 
condition of the outline permission requires details and samples of 
these to be submitted for approval. Hard landscaping will combine 
standard tarmac on principal roads with block paving and concrete 
paviours elsewhere. 

66. In addition to external materials, boundary treatments can also 
significantly influence the character and appearance of a development 
and it is important to ensure that these are both visually appropriate 
and sufficiently robust where necessary. Accordingly, brick walls are 
proposed to the boundaries of private amenity areas where they adjoin 
public spaces, with low knee-rails along the Hamble Lane frontage and 
metal railings around the north and eastern boundaries of the flats. 
Final plot boundary details are to be agreed and are the subject of 
conditions.

67. Subject to the requested minor elevational improvements being 
satisfactorily addressed through the submission of further amended 
plans, it is considered that the proposals constitute an acceptable form 
of development with respect to the matter of appearance.

Landscaping

68. In regards to the site landscaping, a tree lined approach to the main 
spine road running through the development is proposed, with this 
representing a continuation of the north to south route within Kingfisher 
Grange (the development to the north) which it will adjoin. Amended 
plans have been received to ensure that these trees are sited at a 
sufficient distance from the dwellings along this route. Further tree 
planting is also proposed within the public realm, notably to the east of 
the site to provide a green backdrop to the visitor parking bays within 
this area, as well as at the entrance to the parking court serving the 
block of flats to soften views of this from the streetscene. 

69. Opportunity is also taken for additional tree planting within the 
proposed open space to create attractive vistas in this area, enhance 
biodiversity, improve the overall setting of the development and, as 
noted by the Ramblers in their consultation response to the application, 
that of the public right of way which runs adjacent to it. The landscaping 
scheme for the open space provides an attractive area that adds to the 
quality of the development, with a mix of tree and shrub planting 
proposed. Whilst some amendments to tree species and further details 
have been requested by the Council’s Landscape Officer, no objection 



has been raised to the general landscape approach taken. There are 
also no objections from the Council’s Tree Officer in regards to the 
impacts on existing arboricultural features. Subject to the requested 
amendments being received, it is considered therefore that an 
acceptable landscaping scheme, including hard landscaping (see 
section on ‘appearance’ above), can be achieved.

Affordable Housing 

70. The S106 Agreement associated with the outline planning permission 
requires that 35% of the overall number of dwellings are affordable. 
This application seeks reserved matters approval for 45no. dwellings, 
of which 16 are affordable units (meeting the 35% requirement). The 
Council’s Housing Enabling Specialist is satisfied with the level of 
affordable housing proposed but further confirmation has been sought 
in relation to the proposed tenure mix (between affordable rent and 
shared ownership). The S106 requires all the affordable housing to be 
built to Lifetime Homes Standards, with 3% of the affordable units to be 
built to Wheelchair Standards. The site layout clusters the affordable 
units to the eastern side of the site and whilst the proposed cluster (of 
16no. units) exceeds the usual requirement for no more than 15no. 
units in a single cluster, on balance this is still considered to be 
reasonable given the relatively low number of units that are proposed 
overall. 

Residential amenity and noise

71. In respect of the amenity of the future occupiers of the development, all 
but 2 of the 34 houses that are proposed meet the requirement of the 
Council’s Quality Places SPD for the provision of a private useable 
external amenity area equivalent to no less than 60% of the internal 
floorspace of the dwelling to which it relates, with most being well in 
excess of this size. The 2 plots that fall short of this only do so by a 
marginal degree (between 1.5 and 4%) and whilst this is not ideal, in 
this instance it is not considered unacceptable, particularly given the 
proximity of these particular dwellings to the area of public open space 
to be provided to the west of the site. 

72. In respect of the flats, the aforementioned SPD requires that a shared 
communal amenity space equivalent to 25sqm per flat be provided 
which, based on 11 flats, would equate to a total area of 275sqm. 
Whilst a modest amenity area is proposed to the rear of the block with 
direct access from the adjoining ground floor units, this would fall 
notably below this requirement in terms of its size. The SPD does 
however state that where a flatted development is directly adjacent to a 
useable recreation space, this requirement may be waived. Given the 
proximity of the flats to the area of public open space to the west and 
the connectivity by way of safe and convenient routes that this will 
provide to the open space to the immediate north and thereafter the 
extensive new Country Park which is to be provided as part of the 



redevelopment of the former Bursledon Car Boot site, the proposals 
are considered to be acceptable in this regard. 

73. Appropriate levels of outlook would also be available from and light 
received to habitable rooms and a suitable level of internal floorspace 
would be provided for future occupiers to live comfortably, with the 
majority (approx. 85%) meeting or exceeding the Government’s 
nationally described space standards. Whilst the remainder (7 units) do 
not quite meet these standards, the shortfall is only relatively marginal 
(by between 3 and 9%) and these units are still considered to provide 
for an acceptable living environment for their future occupiers. 
Appropriate back to back separation distances for new development 
would also be achieved between first floor habitable windows in 
accordance with the requirements of the Council’s adopted Quality 
Places SPD, such that a suitable level of privacy would be retained for 
the future occupiers and no undue overlooking would occur in this 
respect.

74. Condition 15 of the outline planning permission for the development of 
the site required that the reserved matters application be accompanied 
by a noise assessment which, where subsequently identified as being 
required, includes mitigation measures to protect the amenity of the 
future occupiers of the development, with the potential for noise arising 
from Hamble Lane being the predominant constraint in this regard. An 
Environmental Noise Impact Assessment has therefore been submitted 
to support the current application. This survey identifies the need for an 
enhanced glazing specification for dwellings in order to meet the 
requisite internal noise levels, with those fronting onto Hamble Lane 
also requiring acoustic though framed slot vents rather than standard 
ventilation. The report states that external amenity areas will be subject 
to noise levels below 55dbA, therefore meeting the requirements of the 
adopted local plan policy in this regard. The technical views of the 
Council’s Environmental Health Specialist on the application are 
awaited. 

75. With regards to the impacts upon existing occupiers, there are 
residential properties adjoining the northern (within Le Marechal 
Avenue and Hollowbread Gardens), southern (within Cranbury 
Gardens) and south-western boundaries of the site (within Green Lane 
/ Wheelers Meadow). The latter, where they are situated to the western 
side of the Lane are set at a sufficient distance from the proposed 
dwellings with the open space and Green Lane itself as intervening 
features and, accordingly, it is not considered that the amenity of their 
occupiers will be unduly compromised. The plot to the immediate north 
of the property ‘Hazelbury’ on Green Lane (plot 29) has also been 
orientated and designed to ensure that no undue overlooking of its rear 
private amenity area will occur, with no windows being present in the 
facing side elevation of the new dwelling. 



76. Amended plans have been received to address concerns raised with 
the initial layout regarding the relationship of the properties along the 
northern boundary of the site with those that are directly opposite within 
the Kingfisher Grange development and, specifically, No. 1 
Hollowbread Gardens and Nos. 1 and 3 Le Marechal Avenue. As 
originally proposed, plots 31, 44 and 45 (as were) had faced towards 
these dwellings and concerns were raised in relation to overlooking and 
loss of privacy. Accordingly, the central of these three dwellings has 
been relocated and the other two re-orientated such that they front to 
the east and west and are thereby side on to the aforementioned 
existing dwellings. The remaining dwellings along the northern 
perimeter of the development site (which lie to the east) are considered 
to be situated at a sufficient distance from the properties to the 
opposing side of Le Marechal Avenue such that they will not unduly 
impact upon the amenity of their occupiers.  

77. With regards to the relationship with the properties within Cranbury 
Gardens to the south, the dwellings which immediately back onto the 
shared boundaries with these properties have been designed such that 
their facing elevation (the rear) appears as one-and-a-half storeys in 
height in order to conform to the parameters of the outline planning 
permission. The upper floor rooms at the rear of each of these 
dwellings is, as such, served by a single box dormer positioned just 
above the property’s eaves with the section of roof above this being set 
at a shallower angle in order to lessen the overall height of the 
dwelling. Whilst the properties at the eastern and westernmost ends of 
the southern part of the development are two-storeys, these are either 
orientated so that they are side on to Cranbury Gardens or, in the case 
of plot 28, positioned such that their upper floor rear windows face 
towards the highway (Cranbury Gardens) rather than any neighbouring 
property’s private amenity area. 

78. The dwellings which back on to the properties in Cranbury Gardens are 
also sited approximately 14.5m from the southern boundary of the site, 
allowing suitable separation distances between the existing and 
proposed dwellings which exceed the requirements of the Council’s 
Quality Places SPD in this respect. The existing planting present along 
sections of this boundary is also to be supplemented by mixed native 
hedge planting and tree planting (in addition to a close boarded timber 
fence) along its length. These factors are considered to combine to 
prevent any undue visual intrusion or any unacceptable overlooking or 
loss of privacy for the neighbouring occupiers. 

79. Taking account of the above matters and subject to final comments 
from the Council’s Environmental Health Specialist in relation to the 
matter of noise impacts for the properties within the development, it is 
considered that the proposals would provide for an acceptable level of 
amenity for the future occupiers of the development and would not 
adversely harm that of the occupiers of existing surrounding properties.



Drainage and Flood Risk

80. Drainage in itself is not a reserved matter for consideration, with the 
principles pertaining to this having been established at outline stage 
and the conditions associated with the outline planning permission 
covering the technical details in this respect. Drainage arrangements 
can, however, influence the layout and landscaping details which 
themselves are reserved matters for consideration. The outline 
planning application was supported by a surface water drainage 
strategy which included the provision of an attenuation basin, albeit this 
was, at that stage, proposed to be located to the south-eastern corner 
of the site.
 

81. Within the revised surface water drainage scheme proposed, due to 
ground conditions and land levels which generally fall from east to 
west, the attenuation pond has been relocated to the north-western 
corner of the site to allow for a gravity outfall for the surface water from 
the development without any significant levels alterations being 
required. The positioning of the attenuation pond in this location also 
allows for outfall from it to discharge into the existing swale which has 
been constructed as part of the Kingfisher Grange development and 
thereafter to sustainably drain into the watercourse to the west of the 
site (Spear Pond Gully). A combined soakaway has also been provided 
towards the east of the development within the car park area serving 
plots 1-11. 

82. The proposed drainage scheme will restrict surface water flows to 
greenfield run-off rates with the drainage features proposed providing 
treatment of the surface water, including the removal of sediment and 
heavy metals in order to maintain water quality within the watercourse 
that it will discharge into. This watercourse, Spear Pond Gully, is 
located approximately 100m to the west of the site and ultimately flows 
to the Solent which is designated at a European level as a Special 
Protection Area (Solent and Southampton Water SPA) and Special 
Area of Conservation (Solent Maritime SAC).

83. In regards to foul drainage arrangements from the new development, 
flows are proposed to discharge via gravity sewers to an existing 
Southern Water foul sewer located within Green Lane to the south-west 
of the site. Southern Water are satisfied with the arrangement 
proposed and no objection has been raised to the application in this 
regard. 

84. As noted above, it is not for this reserved matters application to 
approve the specific technical details for the drainage provisions, only 
to ensure that there is enough space within the layout to accommodate 
them. The technical details are covered by conditions attached the 
outline planning permission and the relevant bodies, including 
Hampshire County Council as the Local Lead Flood Authority, will 
consider these as part of the requisite separate application to discharge 



their requirements. The connection to the existing foul sewer network 
would also be subject to a separate agreement between the developer 
and Southern Water outside of the planning process; this would also 
cover any upgrading of infrastructure in this regard should this be 
deemed necessary. 

85. Taking account of the above, it is considered that the proposed layout 
satisfactorily accommodates the surface water and foul drainage 
provisions, and for the purposes of the reserved matters application 
accords with the relevant adopted and emerging local plan policies in 
this respect. 

Ecology and Trees

86. A full ecological assessment was undertaken at the outline stage as 
part of application O/15/76883 which found the site to be largely of 
limited ecological value, with the exception of the field margins and 
boundary features to the western side. Subject to the conditions 
attached to the outline permission and the proposed mitigation 
measures it was considered that there would be no significantly 
adverse impact on the biodiversity and ecological interests of the site 
and the surrounding area.

87. This report has been updated for the reserved matters application and 
has determined that the ecological value and features present on the 
site are substantively consistent with those identified at outline stage. 
Recommendations for mitigation and enhancements are made 
including the removal of a patch of snowberry (an invasive species) on 
site, vegetation clearance works to ensure no harm to nesting birds or 
reptiles, the protecting, retention and enhancement of boundary 
vegetation (to the west of the site), and the provision of two hibernacula 
to provide opportunities for amphibians and reptiles on site. 

88. Comments from the Council’s Ecology Specialist on the application and 
submitted updated survey work are awaited, however, in principle it is 
considered that overall the development has the potential to enhance 
the biodiversity value of the site and surrounding areas and thereby 
accord with the relevant saved policies, submitted policies and 
provisions of the NPPF.

89. In addition to the matter of protected species and their habitats on site, 
the potential for the development to increase recreational pressure and 
impacts (particularly on bird features of interest) upon the designated 
Solent international sites (Ramsar/SPA), is also a material ecological 
consideration. In line with the provisions of the Solent Recreation 
Mitigation Strategy which provides an evidence base for decision 
making in relation these impacts and puts forward appropriate 
mitigation measures, a contribution has been secured through the 
S106 Agreement signed at outline stage to alleviate the impact of the 



development. On this basis there is no objection to the application from 
Natural England.

90. In respect of trees, the outline planning consent was subject to 
conditions (condition 9 and 17) which required the submission of a 
detailed Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Method Statement, 
including tree protection measures, to accompany the reserved matters 
application. The current application is, accordingly supported by such a 
statement and thereby seeks to discharge the requirements of these 
conditions. 

91. The report concludes that the site itself possesses very few trees and 
proposes only minor tree removal (limited to two small Oak/Sloe 
saplings and groups of gorse and stag’s horn sumach thicket along the 
eastern boundary and in the south-eastern corner of the site) to 
facilitate the development. Protective fencing and associated measures 
are proposed along a proportion of the southern boundary of the site, 
as well as along the western boundary to protect the offsite Oaks and 
vegetation along Green Lane. Subject to a condition requiring 
adherence to the submitted report and tree protection measures set out 
within it, the Council’s Tree Officer has raised no objection to the 
application and the proposals are considered acceptable in this 
respect. 

Other Material Considerations

92. None.

Conclusion

93. Subject to further amendments being received to the proposed 
scheme, as outlined above, the consideration of any further 
representations received, and the satisfactory completion of 
consultations, the reserved matters scheme is considered to conform to 
the parameters identified at the outline permission stage and would be 
an acceptable form of development which meets the necessary 
standards and requirements. It is therefore recommended that reserved 
matters approval be granted. 




